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The Cranbrook Art Show 2015
Our participating Artists

AMANDA AVERILLO

KAYE DEVEREUX

Mono printing is a painterly method helping
me to create light filled images with
Atmosphere, Drama and Luminosity. Seascapes
and Seashore life continue to fascinate me.

Drawing is always a challenge and can be an
unexpected and rewarding delight when it
goes well.

EMMA BAKER
Emma creates vibrant and lively artworks in
soft pastel, inspired by observational studies
of people and animals.

ANDREW BLYTH
My watercolours are concerned with creating
a dynamic balance between the factual
elements of the subject and a free flowing
rendering filled with light and atmosphere.

CHRIS BURKE
London born Illustrator Chris has worked for
almost every major British publication in the
last 25 years,including The Times and the FT.

JOANNA BURTENSHAW
I use pencil, ink, chalk and paint to cover
walls, furniture, ceramic, fabric and paper
with designs that are inspired by textures and
patterns found in nature and daily life.

LOUISA CRISPIN
Lost in a world of intricate observations
from nature.

FELICITY FLUTTER
Exhibiting a mixture of work demonstrating
my recent artistic journey mostly relating
to the seaside.

PAUL FOWLER
A landscape painter, working with various
media and themes, from coast to woodland,
sea and sky, flora and fauna.

BRIAN HANSON
I am using palette knife techniques with oil
paint and the vocabularies of landscape
painting to portray a new fantastic reality.

BRIAN HODGSON
Visual effects of light provoke in the viewer,
via the quality, strength and variety of light
and shade, a connection to memories,
experiences and emotions.

STEPHEN MESSAGE
Original watercolours, acrylics and oils
of birds and their landscapes and
a selection of prints.

See our showcase pages on
www.cranbrookartshow.org.uk

EULA MICKELBORG

ALI STUMP

Drawing from my experience in Interior
Design, I create photographic images
inspired by texture, colour and form in the
natural world.

I enjoy the velvety black that lends itself so
well to collagraph, but it is equally exciting to
be entering a world of colour.

IAN MILNER
aim to show a variety of subjects in bronze,
bronze resin and other resin based finishes
such as marble resin and stone resin.

KARL TERRY
I paint predominanty `en plein air’, in oil,
directly from nature and my work is my
personal and immediate response to being
submerged in the atmosphere.

JANE RICHARDSON

ELAINE THOMPSON

Ceramic artist of sculptural forms showing
strength, gentleness and emotion, created from
a desire to come across additional surprises in
the garden!

Visual effects of light provoke in the viewer,
via the quality, strength and variety of light
and shade, a connection to memories,
experiences and emotions.

BEE SANDERSON

KATHY THOMSON

Jewellery is greatly inspired by the gemstones
and minerals, seeking out unusual stones, corals, fossils and minerals to incorporate
into her work.

Visual effects of light provoke in the viewer,
via the quality, strength and variety of light
and shade, a connection to memories,
experiences and emotions.

KATE SCHURICHT

ANNIE WARING

The passage of time and the power of objects
to connect us with our past are continual
sources of inspiration in my work.

I paint small still lives in oil on paper and
canvas featuring simple everyday objects
from my home.

KATE CHITHAM & SANDRA FERNANDEZ
Embarking on an exploration of woodland discovering contorted shapes of cut, laid and re-grown
ancient hedgerows, the stocks of coppiced trees.
This year we will show the first ‘harvest’ of our collaboration.

The Cranbrook Art Show 2015
Showcasing the Art of Drawing

Elemental art formed of air, earth, water and fire is central to this year’s show.
Birds of the air in their own places, describing the landscape around them - shrieking
above wild seas, hunting silently in flower meadows.
Our earth formed of ancient rocks and giving intense pigments and inspiration for
powerful landscapes as well as stones to inspire fine designer jewellery.
The action of fire on earthy clay to create delicate pots and bowls or strong vessels.
The myriad effects of light through shuttered windows, sparkling through trees,
on flowers. Art of many changing moods and always inspiring.
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The Cranbrook Art Show 2015
Ceramics • Sculpture • Painting
Printmaking • Photography
and Jewellery . . . . so much to enjoy
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The Cranbrook Art Show 2015 - Artist Contact Details
AMANDA AVERILLO

PAUL FOWLER

www.amandaaverilloart.com
0787 7477422

www.paulfowler.uk.com
01227 751861

EMMA BAKER

BRIAN HANSON

www.emmabakerart.weebly.com
07807 973093

www.bghanson.com
01892 785575

ANDREW BLYTH

BRIAN HODGSON

www.andrew-blyth.co.uk
01797 223920

www.brianhodgson-art.com
0789 1625034

CHRIS BURKE

ALEX LEADBEATER

www.chrisburke.co.uk
0772 5946695

www.alexleadbeater.com
01424 423457

JOANNA BURTENSHAW

STEPHEN MESSAGE

www.joannaburtenshaw.com

www.message-wildlife-art.co.uk
07909 585988

KATE CHITHAM

EULA MICKELBORG

www.katechithamfineart.co.uk
01580 291597

www.purpleplumphotography.co.uk
purpleplumuk@gmail.com

www.alistump.co.uk
07971 166869

LOUISA CRISPIN

IAN MILNER

KARL TERRY

www.louisacrispin.co.uk
01580 752139

0777 1905210

www.karlterry.co.uk
01797 270316 7958 495787

KAYE DEVEREUX

JANE RICHARDSON

ELAINE THOMPSON

www.kayehodgesportraits.com
0787 6521277

jane.richardson04@btinternet.com
07599 355601

tellet9@hotmail.com
01732 300399

SANDRA FERNANDEZ

BEE SANDERSON

KATHY THOMSON

www.sandrafernandez.co.uk
01622 831671

www.beesanderson.co.uk
01424 753010

kathyhthomson@btinternet.com
01622 843302

FELICITY FLUTTER

KATE SCHURICHT

ANNIE WARING

www.felicity-flutter.co.uk
01797 230968

www.kateschuricht.com
07786 576039

www.anniewaring.com
01892 529405

ALI STUMP

